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Dr.R.Gnanasambandam,

While 28 impersonations evidently
proved, in B Class experience based

pamphlet to all medical practitioners on

registrations of Tamil Nadu Homoeopathy
Medical council

T.Nalini’s

issued by the former

committee to safe Guard this issue on

MD(hom) and D.H.M.S qualifications also

10.10.2011 after state election to enquire into

illegally registered and impersonated. The

the illegal registrations and also designated

former president, former Registrars and

as Chairman of the committee

some of the council staffs also involved in the
by passing a

Nambiar and Dr.R.Rangasamy and also
packed Dr.N.V.Sugathan to certify the
impersonate certificate recipients with “CME

and Weary” arousing doubt lead to their
Dr.A.Dhandapani, recently deceased B
class doctor was the elected member of the
council 2011 to 2016. He abused his power
along with Dr G. Nirmal to register his

packing

tainted members in impersonation Dr.T.C.P

resolutions that the Registers are “ Teary
TNHMC scam

deceased

moved himself to constitute a enquiry

confirms prestigious degrees with BHMS,

suppressing the truth

of

election. Hahnemann former president

and destructed pages in A class Register

also involved by

impersonation

Dr.R.R. Nagaier in 2011 immediately after

Registrars is hot in the community, missing

forgery and members

former

president alerted the community through a

This TNHMC formal notice to the quack...
elude the truth

participation certificate” for further endurance
The enquiry committee called T.Nalini,

daughter in law T. Nalini and also his unofficial

but her husband Dr.D.Senthil Kumar

wife S. Santhalakshmi.

The authentic

appeared. Nothing happened.....Still the

evidences

proved

certificate in their possession...

had

been

that

When

impersonated certificates B 837 and B 9183.
Besides this impersonation, the
submission

for

directory

entry

form
of

S.Santhalakshmi will explored how a fake
doctor is bold enough to designated herself
as a BHMS doctor, besides her impersonated
certificate, Which explores the BHMS
degrees have become cheaper to designate
any

quack, While a student undergoes

hardship of 5 ½ years sweat shedding with
A panel of modern Medical Practitioners
along with quack M.S.Mohamed Iqbal
January 2016

many hurdles in passing examinations and
scrutiny.
Homoeo Times

M.S.Mohamed Iqbal confession ... My BHMS,
MD(hom) certificates lost in fire accident
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Another BHMS

Dr.D.Senthil Kumar confess .....on enquiry committee meeting

....BHMS

S.Santhanalakshmi titles her qualification as
BHMS , receiving the impersonated Certificate
B 9193 which belongs to Dr Dhanalalshmi

Fake B.H.M.S...

....DHMS

D.H.M.S freely available for few thousands
BSS Certificate
January 2016

Homoeo Times
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HomoeoTimes enquired “I do not know
anything

about

S.Santhanalakshmi’s

Registration. Dr.G.Nirmal did not receive Rs
40,000. My father gave false information that
he received Rs. 40,000. Dr.G.Nirmal gave
the certificate to my father.... His confession
is available at https://www.youtube.com/
edit?video_id=dQEZV-UHMhM and retains
the fake certificate for future use.

Both

Registrars Thiru. G.Chandra Babu and Thiru.
K.Chithraikannu who were the secretary of
enquiry committee

failed to seize

the

impersonated certificate from T.Nalini and
others,

proceed

further

investigate

Dr.G.P.Hahnemann, former president,

person any one to believe that he is doctor.

Tamil Nadu Homoeopathy Medical council

He explored the truth ...I gave Rs 50,000 to

obtained prescription by tasking his own men

one ... safari dressed ... then he came along

unofficially, while the enquiry committee

with two obese men I gave Rs 1,00,000...

members are empowered by the council.

gave the identification features to arouse

Dr.G.P. Hahnemann assured the local

suspicion over the authorities. The Registrar

physicians to initiate action and advised local

and the president failed to initiate penal

physicians not to interfere. The formal Notice

action and dishonest to their duties .

addressed to this quack by the former

Dr.Mohamed Omar B.Sc.BHMS is new

Registrar Thiru G.Chandra babu will establish

arrival for Vellore District, practices modern

the truth and how corrupted. Dr.G.P.

Medicine along with this ethical doctor Dr.

Hahnemann and the Registrar have not

Ravichandran MBBS

taken to the knowledge of the neither enquiry

Medical Certificates. When we contacted

committee nor the council

over phone he told “

Santhanalakshmi BHMS. Dr. G.P. Hanemann

He told Homoeotimes, “I studied in

prepared the enquiry committee reports to

Calcutta, got BHMS and MD (Hom).Now my

had issued many
I studied at Orissa,

Registered now .... 32892 of 2015 is my
number...

while his visiting card gives

Hahneman’s disciples at kodaikanal every year ... training for ballot snatching and impersonations?
TNHMC Members Dr.T.Palanivelrajan and Dr.N.R.Narayanan
favour council Member Dr.A.Dhandapani by

certificates were burnt along with my father’s

different number. When crossed over the

unanimous acceptance by the tainted enquiry

death certificate .....I do not know the college

Medical Certificates, “I am not practicing! I

committee members to designate himself as

address.... Council sent notice ... Anything

quitted the profession”.

“Master of Impersonations”

wrong sir... I will stop my practice any

Another 26 years old fake doctor, M.S

problem. ....”

A fake institution at Salem also received
formal Notice from the TNHMC council and

Mohamed Iqbal titled his name with BHMS

He showed the 15.3.2013 dated notice

and M.D(hom) degrees while he persuaded

that addressed to him. Still he designate

collection by

his education in a Polytechnic in 1998. Later

himself as M.D.(hom) and he bold enough

Soundarajan and G.Chandrababu. Now it

he obtained B.Sc (computer Science ) and

to continue his practice making a panel of

samples a quack to address bravely to the

M.Sc ( applied Psychology) The news was

modern medical practitioners at Gnanamani

community with colourful DHMS issued by

hot in 2011 ,when few cuddalore district

Hospital, Chidambaram. This will be surprise

BSS. It is shameful to comment that a

qualified homoeopaths complaint to the

how the Tamil Nadu Medical Council allows

responsible member of the council himself

president Dr.G.P Hahnemann and journals ,

them to associate a quack.

comment on this issue of BSS to receive

facebook forums also raised the same.
January 2016

His personality obliviously makes a
Homoeo Times

things submersed by Rs 1,50,000

tips

former Registrar Thiru. C.

likes and fooling everyone
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Resolutions to safe Guard ... eating own flesh

10-10-2011 - Enquiry committee with tainted members

19-11-2014 - A resolution to ratify their forgery .....

While the existence and mushrooming of

Gazette publication proves the truth. A council

Thiru. C.Soundarajan, former Registrar and

quacks with prestigious BHMS,M.D(hom)

staffs are panic and scared over this

Prema Mary Kasthuri, the Assistant at last

degrees, Several impersonated Registration

menace

minutes, Government also refused his

certificates authentically proved that they

Dr.G.P.Hahnemann

and

Thiru.K.

had been issued from the council itself,

Chithraikannu convened an Urgent council

Dr.G.P.

meeting 19-11-2014 to ratify this by resolution.

Hahnemann’s

intimacy

with

Thiru.C.Soundarajan is documented when
he himself chaired a Executive meeting in
9-8-2005 in absence of former president Dr.

Government approval, ratifying his looted
council money Rs. 4,00,000 along with his
wilful members. His indulgence in selling the
certificates are pool proof by letter addressed
to Team V Inspector of Police, Central crime
branch and stolen addressed letters from the

Hahnanann’s

misleading

the impersonated certificates failed by
outbreak in impersonated listings. Thiru.

Prof.Dr.Suseela
Rufus, an executive

Registrar, promoting as Registrar without

Dr.G.P.

calculation to Cheat Honourable Chief
Ministers announcement for 2D barcode to

Executive Member
invites Vigilance

R. Gnanasambandam, promoted as Asst

continuation as Registrar

G.Rajasekaran, Registrar
additional Secretary

and former

had seized the

member, Tamil Nadu
Homoeopathy Medical
Council found honest,
had raised her voice for long time and

impersonated Certificates reference the

wrote to the principle secretary to
invite vigilance.

hurry in snatching the certificates and takes

complaints and evidences furnished by Dr.
R.Gnanasambandam and representations
of Dr.Susceela Rufus

The members are

efforts to abscond.

government. He certified that no such

Dr.T.C.P. Nambiar, Dr.R.Rangasamy, Dr.

impersonations held and he himself checked

N.V.Sugathan,

the Registers and drawn dubious enquiry

Dr.A.Senguttuvan,

committee reports held on various dates. But

Dr.T.Palanivel Rajan

the things are reverse by copies of 17

certified missing

impersonated Certificates and their entry
in Re Registration Register and also

large extend executed by their own network.

by making

controversial to the original Register. The

When the truth was eluded on impersonated

particularly from Government Homoeopathy

team network had torn the pages for T.Nalini

former Registrar Thiru K.Chithrai kannu tried

Medical College, arrear bearing humiliated

and another impersonated entry, while the

to make his non cooperation by a notice to

students.

January 2016

One of the senior academician told

Dr.G.Kannan,

“Dr.G.P.Hahnemann is successful in elections

Dr.N.R.Naryanan,

only by mimicking the name of our founder.

participated

and

Moreover he involves antisocial activities...A

“Teary and

case also at Madurai on attempt of murder....

Weary” while the truth on impersonations in

he pretends that he safe guard the system

pages as

Homoeo Times

ballot collecting disciples,
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